
Boys’ High School and College, Prayagraj

Class Performance Test – Unit I (2020-2021)

Class 1

English Language Worksheet

Instructions- Kindly make two ENGLISH LANGUAGE notebooks and write 

the given assignment in it.

1. English language-1 four line notebook (For GRAMMAR)

2. English language-2 interleaf notebook (For Comprehension, 

Composition and Paragraph writing).

Vowels and Consonants

There are 26 letters in the English alphabet.

Vowels- There are 5 vowels. They are- a, e, i, o, u.

Consonants-There are 21 consonants. They are- B, C, D, F, G, H, J, K, L, M, N,

P, Q, R, S, T, V, W, X, Y, Z.

 EXERCISE-1 Fill in the blanks with vowels-

a) S _ n

b) D _ g

c) B _ x

d) B _ t

e) S _ t



f) B _ _ k

g) S h _ p

h) P _ n

i) J _ t

j) C _ n

 EXERCISE-2 Pick out the consonants-

a) ZOO-    

b) APE-    

c) BEE-

d) PEA-

e) OX-

LESSON-1 ARTICLES- A, An, The

There are three articles. They are- A , An and The.

1) A   – ‘A’ is used before a word which begins with a consonant  sound. For

example-  1) A box 2) A vase 3) A bird

2) AN  - ‘An’ is used before a word which begins with a vowel sound. For 

example- 1) An ant 2) An umbrella 3) An orange

3) THE  - ‘The’ is used before the name of a particular person, place, animal

or thing. For example- 1) The Ganga 2) The Sun 3) The Taj 

Mahal.

 EXERCISE-1 Write A, AN or THE before each word-

1.               Tomato.

2.               Yamuna.

3.               Egg.

4.               Ice tray.

5.               Juice can.

6.               Owl.



7.               Sun.

8.               Apple.

9.               Bible.

10.      Inkpot.

 EXERCISE-2 Fill in the blanks with articles-

a) Picasso was                   artist.

b) Are you              teacher?

c) Please shut              door.

d) Do you have            umbrella?

e)             telephone is ringing.

f) He is           honest man.

g) My cousin is           doctor.

h) Sameer is reading          magazine.

i)             clock is on the wall.

j) This is           lovely dress.

 EXERCISE-3 Pick out the articles from the following sentences-

1) I have bought a new dress.

2) The Red Fort is in Delhi.

3) The Ganga is a holy river.

4) Ram helped an old man in crossing the road.

5) An apple a day keeps the doctor away.

LESSON-2 Naming words (NOUN)

The name of a person, place, animal and thing are called Naming Words. 

Naming words are also called Nouns.

FOR EXAMPLE-

 PERSON  - A doctor, a man, Raj, a baby, Mr. N.K.Verma.



 PLACE  - Prayagraj, a bus stand, the zoo, a park, a shop.

 ANIMAL and BIRDS  - A lion, a crow, a parrot, a rabbit, a cat.

 THINGS-   A book, a train, the sun, a cake, a balloon.

 EXERCISE-1 Write whether the underlined noun is a person, place,

animal or thing- 

a) Mariam   loves tea.

b) She was going to catch the ball.

c) My teacher is very nice to the class.

d) He left his bag at the school.

e) The store is open on Sunday.

f) I live in Prayagraj.

g) I got two books from the library.

h) The birds are on the tree.

i) My bag is red in colour.

j) A sheep gives us wool.

 EXERCISE-2 Read the sentences and circle the naming words-

a) The kids went to the park.

b) They ate popcorn and candy.

c) My house is very big.

d) The mangoes are ripe.

e) Tim is in the bathroom.

 EXERCISE-3 Complete the sentences using nouns given below-

Cat Pizza Garden Friend 

School Hair Toy Dog 

1) My               is curly.

2) I like to eat                .



3) Your                is taller than you.

4) The               barked.

5) My pet is a               .

6) I bought a new               .

7) We were playing in the                   . 

8) We go to                  to study.

LESSON-3 The Sentence

(Capital letter and full stop)

A sentence is  a group of words that makes complete sense.

NOTE 1- A sentence always begins with a capital letter and ends with a full 

stop. For example-

1) This is a man.

2) My brother lives in Agra.

NOTE 2- Sentences that ask something are called questions. Questions end 

with a question mark (?). For example-

1) How are you? 

2) What is your name?

3) Where do you live?

 EXERCISE-1 Re-write the sentences using capital letter, full stop or

question mark-

a) john did not go to school today

b) who is sam

c) sarah had toast for breakfast

d) i like to swim

e) a dog was barking

f) the car was parked in front of the house

g) my teacher taught me how to add

h) india is my country



i) we went to delhi for a holiday

j) are you a teacher

 EXERCISE-2 Re-arrange the words to form proper sentences-

a) Boys’ High School I go to.

b) is artist an My sister.

c) are friends and Jack Nina.

d) live I with family my.

e) lawyer My father is a.

 EXERCISE-3  Sort out the jumbled sentences and punctuate them-

1) tie can your hair you?

2) dress i new have a

3) he fat boy is a

4) everyday i god pray to

5) love to play they football


